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within the inassimilable spectacles of war, torture,
and terror. McLuhan’s view is less than promising:
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These structures of address, at the
and our understanding of life have
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which have become indistinguishable.
The claim that this public is working
I argue that conventional paradigms
unfolds in two senses, that on the
of
subjectivity
and
knowledge
are incommensurable with
one hand it labours, or works as an operative entity
the kind of lives we now live. Can we imagine the subject
currently generating capital, but also in the sense that
of media literacy? I suggest that one strategy might lie in
on the other hand its publicity marks out a speciﬁc
the rhetorical resources of a critical media theory.
social imaginary.
The encoding of digital publics around human genomics
in this case brings publics into being through an
attention to biotechnological stranger- relations (Warner,
2002). These publics are not just biosocial groups
(Rabinow, 1992; Hacking 2006) but orientated towards
an attention to reading and annotating their own, and
other genomic information through digital media in an
emerging social imaginary that could be thought about
as biodigital.
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